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2.4 HP 

2.4.1. Introduction 

(325) In 2005, Intel specified that "Hewlett Packard ("HP") is one a/Intel's ten 
largest direct customers based on overall CPU purchase volumes."1 HP and Compaq 
merged in 2002.2 Between 2002 and 2005, HP's overall computer market shares -
including desktops, notebooks and servers - varied between [ ... ]% and [ ... ]% annually.3 

(326) This section will first describe HP's consideration of AMD products in 
2002 (section 2.4.2). It will then detail the amOlmt and duration ofIntel's rebates to HP 
llllder the HPAI and HPA2 agreements (section 2.4.3). Section 2.4.4 describes the 
conditions attached to the HPAI and HPA2 agreements, and includes an assessment of 
Intel's arglllTIents concerning the conditionality of the rebates. Section 2.4.5 provides 
conclusions on these issues. 

2.4.2. HP's consideration of AMD 

(327) HP states that on 19 August 2002, it launched anAMD-based business 
desktop in the United States - the Compaq D315.4 HP was the first large OEM to offer a 
business desktop with an AMD x86 cpu. The lallllCh of this product by HP derived 
from a demand from IT managers from the United States for an AMD-based desktop 
from a top tier OEM. According to an HP internal memo, 343 IT managers from the 
United States had petitioned for an AMD-based desktop from a top tier OEM. In 
addition, AMD-based corporate desktops had already won several big tenders (EDF, 
Siemens AG, City of Berlin) in the EMEA region. s 

6 

(328) Whilst the D31S was "targeted at 5MB [Small and Medium Business 
segment]", it was also deemed "suitable for enterprise deployments,,7 and "ready to 
launch in all regions summer 2002" induding ''Americas, EMEA andAsiaPacific".8 HP 
was committed "to ship ~ units in the first 12 months with potential [ .. ] 
additional upside".9 

1 Intel submission of30 Jlllle 2005, p. 1. 

2 The merger was approved by the Commission on 31 January 2002, SG (2002) D1228300, Case No. 
COMP/M.2609 - HP/COrvIPAQ. HP stated that "HP and Compaq agreed to merge in September 2001 
and the merger eventually completed in.ll14Y 2002." HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.1O(b). 

3 Gartner data, Top 10 OEMs' Market Shares. Extracted on 27 May 2008. 

4 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.12 and Appendix 12. 

5 HP submission of23 December 2005, 

6 The Commission uses the reference terms HP used to 
of23 December 2005 (Appendices) and the armexes to the 
submitted together with HP submission of23 December 2005. 

11-12. 

mll'ex,~ to its submission 
deposition (Exhibits) 

7 In HP's vocabulary, non SrvIB corporate customers are known as "enterprise" customers. The corporate 
desktop segment is therefore divided in two 5MB and enterprise. 

8 HP submission of23 December 2005, 

9 HP submission of23 December 2005, 
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(329) To coincide with its release of the D315, HP published a press release on 
1~2 that was also referred to in the Wall Street Journal. In this press release, 
[_ annOllllced that [. company had received "inquiries from large 
companies aboutAthlon based machines" and stated that HP "didn 'f rule out the 
possibility that H-P might use Hammer, too [the next generation of AMD x86 CPUs] in 
some machines."l0 The press release also stated that HP considered that AMD's new 
architecture for pes and servers (,Hammer') had "very interestingperjormance and cost 
attributes,,11 and was considered to be "a disruptive product to Intel".12 

(330) HP specifies that prior to the launch of the D31S in August 2002, it "had 
been in negotiations with Intel to secure a block rebate agreement. ,,13 HP then highlights 
the fact that "[ s ]hartly after HP 's 19 August 2002 launch af the AMD-based D315, Intel 
ceased negotiations on a rebate deal for HP BPC [HP's business desktop business 
unit].,,14 

(331) In addition, HP states that made a 
senior HP executive to have 

HP goes on to state that it "believes that this request was made in the 

i~;~~~;ZfolloWing 19August 2002 - the date on which HP launched its D315 
:e, To the best and belief, this request was 

Intel; it is possible that [ .. 

(332) As regards what Intel refers to as the '[ ... ] incident',18 Intel states that [ .. ], 
[ ... ],19 and that the incident merely reflected the strain in the personal relationship 
between [ ... ]and [ ... ]. According to Intel, "the [ ... ] incident reflects the fact that in the 
business world, as in other walks a/life, some individuals do not get along well. Such 
friction is a matter for lniman resources managers, and not/or the competition laws." 20 

(333) It is noted that Intel's request to 

10 HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 12. 

11 HP submission of23 December 2005, 

12 HP submission of23 December 2005, 

13 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.13. 

14 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.15. 

15 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.16. 

16 HP submission of 24 April 2006, pp. 1-2. 

17 HP submission of 24 April 2006, p. 2. 

18 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, p. 130, paragraph 341. 

19 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, p. 129, paragraph 339. 

20 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, p. 130, paragraph 341. 
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is not in itself part of the abusive conduct identified in this Decision. Nevertheless, the 
incident provides a revealing insight into the nature ofIntel's relationship with HP as 
well as Intel's reaction to HP's lmmch aIlllouncement of 19 August 2002. Furthermore, 
the timing of the event shows the extent ofIntel's sensitivity to HP entertaining more 
than occasional business transactions with AMD. The strength of Intel's reaction, as well 
as the fact that it was initiated at the highest level in Intel's hierarchy also give relevant 
background information as to Intel's readiness to put pressure on HP. It is noted that 
Intel did not deny the event in its Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO. 

HP highlights that following the cessation of negotiations on a HP-Intel 
de,;k!c,p rebate deal (see 

were subsequently resumed 
resulted in the HP Ai agreement".21 

(335) Section 2.4.3 describes Intel's HPAI and HPA2 agreements with HP. 

2.4.3 Intel rebates to HP 

(336) This section describes the HP Alliance Agreement (HPA), and in 
particular the first two generations of this agreement, referred to as HPAI and HPA2 (see 
sections 2.4.3.1- 2.4.3.2). It should be noted that HP highlights that "these bPC [business 
PC] block rebates obviate the needfor HP 's bPC unit to negotiate individual ECAP deals 
for business desktops products covered by the block rebate during every cycle of the 
period covereif',22 and that "the bPC block rebate agreement [HPA agreements] only 
relate to rebates, HP purchase volumes and marketing but do not otherwise govern the 

,,23 

(337) [HP specifices that its commercial discussions with Intel should be viewed 
in the context of the financial position of its desktop business at the time] and (ii) HP's 
merger with Compaq, which was completed in May 200226 

- at this time, HP states that it 
"was giving much thought to how the merger would impact its relations with its partners, 
including Intel andAA1D.,,27 

21 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.18. 

22 HP submission of 6 August 2004, p. 10, answer 11.8. 

23 HP submission of 6 August 2004, p. 10, answer 11.9. 

24 HP submission of 6 August 2004, p. 9, answer 11.1. 

25 HP submission of 6 August 2004, p. 10, answer 11.9. 

26 HP submission of 23 December 2005, answer 2.10.b. 

27 HP submission of 23 December 2005, answer 2.10.b. 
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2.4.3.1. HPAI 

were also directly involved in the negotiations. HPAI was concluded at the 
end 0[2002, for a year, starting on 1 November 2002, which is the start ofHP's fiscal 
year. 30 Intel outlines that "HP A had a tenn a/twelve months" but that "either party to the 
agreement was free to withdraw from the agreement on 30 days notice. ,,31 

(339) Under the agreement, Intel paid HP USD [,.] rebate per quarter [,.]32 Intel 
confirms that "HP received its [ ... ] [ ... ] rebate in each a/its [HP's]fiscal quarters in 
2002.,,33 Therefore, over the period 1 November 2002 to 31 October 2003, Intel paid HP 
[,.] under HPA1. 

(340) Upon the expiry ofHPA 1 on 31 October 2003, HP and Intel had to decide 
whether to [ .. ], or remain in the framework of an alliance agreement, that is to say, 
extend HPA1. 

(341) Intel and HP continued HPAI on a [ ... ] for seven months and then signed a 
new one-year alliance agreement: HPA2. Intel submitted that "[a]l the end a/the 12 
month term ofHP A [HPAI], the parties, by mutual agreement, contimted the agreement 
on a [ ... ] basis. HP received rebates [ ... ],from November 2003 until May 2004.,,34 Over 
the period November 2003 to May 2004, Intel therefore provided HP with USD [,.] in 
rebate payments llllder HPAI. 

2.4.3.2. HPA2 

(342) The HPAI business desktop alliance agreement and its six-month 
extension on a monthly basis llllt:il May 2004 were followed by a similar alliance 
agreement between Intel and HP, called HPA2. 35 In this regard, Intel specifies that "in 
June 2004, HP approached Intel about entering into a new alliance agreement, again, 
requesting meet comp discounts for its commercial desktop business, based on 
competitive pricing that it receivedfromAA1D. After a series of negotiations, the parties 

28 InteVHP Commercial Desktop Initiative [HPAI agreement], HP submission of 6 August 2004, Armex 3, 
pp. 3 and 4. 

29 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.1. 

30 Intel submission of30 June 2005, pp. 1-2 and footnote 1. 

31 Intel submission of30June 2005, p. 2. 

32 HP submission of 4 June 2004, p. 2, footnote 1 explains that "HP'sjiscai quarters are. 1 November - 31 
J(UJumy (Q1); 1 Februmy- 30April (Q2); 1.l\.14Y- 31 July (Q3); and 1 August- 31 October (Q4)." 

33 Intel submission of30June 2005, p. 2. 

34 Intel submission of30 June 2005, p. 2. 

35 HPA2 agreement, HP submission of 6 August 2004, Annex 3, pp. 1 and 2. Note that the agreement has 
no title, and only mentioned 'InteilHP Confidential' is specified on the top of the first page. 
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entered into the HP Alliance Agreement 2 ("HP A2 ,,).,,36 

(343) HP specified that HPA2 was negotiated by the sarne HP and Intel 
executives who negotiated HPAI and that similar to HPAl, it was also for a one-year 
tenn. 37 

(344) The payments made by Intel to HP under HPA2 were higher than those 
received llllder HPAI. Intel confirmed that: "Intel committed to provide HP, based on 
volume estimate infonnation provided by HP, with [ ... ]per quarter.,,38 Intel also specified 
that "[ a]dditionally, the parties agreed, based on estimated volume targets and growth 
projections in emerging markets provided by HP, that Intel would grant to HP an 
additional credit of[ ... ]ifHP shipped a total volume of[ ... ]unitsfor business desktop 
systems, in accordance with HP 's own volume target by the close of the fourth quarter 
(defined as 3/1/05-5/31/05). Intel could grant the [ .. . ]in quarterly increments [ ... ] per 
quarter),ftiP achieved a quarterly run rate, on a linear basis, that corresponded to that 
unitfigure.,,39 

(345) Intel confinned that "HP received its USD [ ... ] rebate for the first portion 
of the agreement (June 2004-August 2004) in September 2004. HP also received USD 
[ ... ], representing an accrual of half of the USD [ ... ] payment, as well as its USD [ ... ] 
rebate for September - November 2004, in December 2004. ,,40 HP similarly confinned 
that it received USD [ ... ] of rebates for each corresponding quarter of HPA2. 41 

2.4.3.3. Summary ofIntel payments to HP under HPAl and HPA2 

(346) The following tables provide a quarterly overview of Intel HPA payments 
to HP in USD million.42 

Table 8 - HPA payments received from Intel by lIP during lIPAl 

Period Nov 02- Feb 03- May 03- Aug 03- Nov 03- Feb 04-
Jan 03 Apr 03 Jul03 Oct 03 Jan 04 Apr 04 

Payments [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] 

Table 9 - HPA payments received from Intel by lIP during lIPA2 

36 Intel submission of30June 2005, p. 2. 

37 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 3.1. 

38 Intel submission of30 June 2005, pp. 2-3. 

39 Intel submission of30June 2005, p. 3. 

40 Intel submission of30 June 2005, p. 3, footnote 6. 

May 04 

[ ... ] 

41 HP submission of 11 August 2006, p. 9, answer 12 and HP submission of 6 August 2004, answer 11.4. 

42 It should be noted that while rebates under HPAI were given for each HP fiscal quarter, as explained in 
footnote 404 above, rebates ooder HPA2 were paid for HPA2 quarters that were not linked to HP's fiscal 
quarters. The month of May 20004 appears alone because it is a bridge between the last full fiscal quarter 
of application ofHPAI and the frrst quarter of application ofHPA2. 
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Period 
Jun 04- Sept 04- DecO~ Mar OS-
Aug 04 Nov 04 Feb 05 May 05 

Payments [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] [ ... ] 

Source. HPAI and HPA2 and eVidence outlmed III reCitals (344) to (345) above. 

(347) While this Decision is limited to HPAI and HPA2 willi regard to HP, it 
should be noted that subsequent to HPA2, Intel and HP have already entered into 
HPA3,43 the third generation of the alliance agreements for business desktops. 

2.4.4. Conditionality ofIntel rebates to HP 

2.4.4.1. Evidence from HP 

(348) In a reply to a request for information pursuant to Article 18 of Regulation 
(Ee) No 1I2003conceming llie operation ofllie HPAI rebates, HP stated lliat: "HPAI 
was subject to a number of conditions, only some of which appear in the HP Ai 
agreement. ,44 HP specified that "Intel granted the credits subject to the following 
unwritten requirements: 

a) that HP should purchase at least 95% a/its business desktop system from 
Intel; 

b) that HP 's distribution (. .)model for AlvfD-based business desktops should: 

(i) direct HP 'sAA1D-based business desktops to 5MB [Small and 
Medium Business] and government, educational and medical 
(GEM) customers rather than to mainstream (or "enterprise:; 
business customers; and 

(ii) preclude HP 's channel partners from stocking the AA1D-based 
business desktops, so that these desktops would only be available 
to customers by ordering them from HP (either directly or via HP 
channel partners acting as sales agent). This is known withinHP 
as a directl"top config" go-to-market model; 

c) that HP would defer the launch of its AA1D-based business desktop in the 
EMEA [Europe, Middle East and Africa] region by six months. ,,45 

(349) HP indicated that despite the fact that the conditions mentioned in recital 
(348) were unwritten, Intel had made it clear to HP, including at the highest level of the 
two companies, that they were integral conditions to the HPAI a~ritten 
conditions ( . .) were stated to be part of the HP Ai agreement by [_] and 

43 HPA3 agreement, InteliHP Confidential, HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 5. 

44 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.1. 

45 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.5. 
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in meetings with HP during the negotiations.,46 

(350) HP also submitted that HPA2 "was subject to the same unwritten 
conditions,.,47 as those referred to in the recitals above and that "it was stated by Intel to 
HP during the negotiations that the HP A2 rebates were conditional on HP complying 
with these . ,48 Moreover, HP specified thaQa]s under the HPA1 
agreement, recalls that during these meetings .] and [_] 
discussed HP 's compliance with the 95% Intel-alignment requirement. ,.,49 

(351) HP supported those statements 
evidence that HP has been able to identify 
existence 0/ the unwritten conditions. 
to (360). 

~~!!tic!'£ that ''As to documentary 
shows the 

This evidence is presented in recitals (352) 

(352) In an email dated 14 JuIy 2002, [_J, a senior HP executive, 
smrnnarised the conditions attached to the deal in negotiation. [HP Executive] wrote: 

"HP commitments to Intel 

1. For the duration o/the contract, HP will purchase at least 95% (based upon 
an anmtal average) o/its L4.-32 compatible processors/or commercial desktop 
PC productsfrom Intel. 

2. ifHP sells commercial desktop PC products using a non-Intel L4.-32 
compatible processor then: 

these products will not be sold using the Eva brand. 

these products will be sold only direct or in response to a specific RFP. 
[Request for Proposal] 

these products will be positioned/or the 8MB market [Small and MedilllTI 
sized Business]. 

3. if Intel can reasonably demonstrate that HP is not folfllling the above 
commitments then ajoint-HP Intel executive escalation session will be held to 

46 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.6. 

47 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 3.1. 

48 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 3.1. 

49 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 3.3. 

50 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.7. 
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review and discuss this disagreement. If the HP and Intel executives agree that 
HP has not met its requirements, HP will be given a reasonable time period to 
cure the problem. If HP fails to remedy the problem then Intel has the option to 
tenninate the agreement. If this tennination occurs, no forther payment will be 
due to HP beyond the quarter prior to which the unremedied problem occurred. 
Payments made to HP for quarters after this point will be refonded to Intel. ,,51 

(353) Although the e-mail quoted in recital (352) is dated a few months before 
the conclusion of HPAI, HP explained that the correspondence that had taken place in 
smrnner 2002 related to the same agreement. According to HP, the 95% alignment 
requirement and the AMD distribution model were expected to be a requirement of a 
block rebate deal that was to be negotiated between Intel and HP early in the SlllTImer of 
2002 and while that agreement was in itself not signed, these conditions were carned 
over into HPAI. 52 

~) HP also refers to a subsequent· 
[_ and other HP executives, in which 
NOT.. communicate to the regions, your team members or AA1D that we are constrained 
to 5% AA1D by pursuing the Intel agreement. ,,53 

(355) Intel outlines that "[t]he agreement providedfor the parties to hold 
meetings to discuss opportunities and issues arisingfrom the agreement at the end of 
each quarter. At these meetings, the parties would review HP sales out infonnation and 
Intel sales data".54 HP also outlined that there were "monthly senior mana~nt 
~ to discuss the HPAI agreement and that "during these meetings [_ 
~ and _ discussed HP 's folfilment of the 95% Intel-alignment 
requirement. ,,55 

(356) An internal HP presentation of 24 October 2002 relating to the terms and 
conditions of HPAI states that HP will put "restrictions on the D315 product", and 
specifies a "[ d]elay in regional launches (from August 2002) - L41AP [Latin 
America! Asia Pacific] 2-3 months - Europe 6 months".56 

HM'HAis 

51 HP submission of 23 December 2005, answer 2.7. E-mail from _ to _ of 14 
July 2002 entitled "Intel Deal Swnmary": HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 10, pp. 2 and 3. 

52 HP submission of 23 December 2005, answer 2.7. E-mail from _ to _ of 14 
July 2002 entitled "Intel Deal Swnmary": HP submission of 23 December 2005, Appendix 10, pp. 2 and 3. 

53 E-mail from _ to _ and others of 15 July 2002 entitled "Negotiations Update". 
HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 11. See also Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, Annex 
150. 

54 Intel submission of30 June 2005, p. 2. 

55 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.8. 

56 HP submission of23 December 2005, deposition, Exhibit 19, p. 1. 
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AAfD to discontimte proactive sales to enterprise customers until then. 

An internal HP presentation from 2004 also relates to the D315 lallllch. It 
despite b~ an important AMD 

, and ''A1vfI) -[~ forecasted - direct only 
had been forecasted by regions if direct & indirect) .,,58 

(359) On 3 September 2004, _l asked about the 
manner in which AMD-based commercial desktops in the 
EMEA: "_L QUick question. Instead of asking to add localized 
pavilion for some ISE countries (poland, Turkey. . .), can we consider using the 
commercial AAfD line up inside the channel in those countries or do you believe we at 
least need to change the Bezel and call it Presario (Which will mean additional 
complexity and therefore resources?) Alternatively I could let 2/3 countries to try (To see 
if it works at least), and let Intel react if they discover it? [.].,,59 

(360) On the same day, replied: "You can NOT use the 
commercial AAfD line in the in any co,um'ry" it must be done direct. if you do 
and we get caught (and we will) the Intel 
tenninate the dea~is too high. 
_].,,60 [~eninformed 
EMEA could not make available its A~~U-ba,sed Presario frlrOlJgh its charmel partner: 
"Cannot do what we talked about [ ... ]".61 

2.4.4.2. Intel's arguments on the alleged absence of conditionality 

(361) Intel alleges that the HPA agreements were not subject to any of the 
binding conditions described in sub-section 2.4.4.1. 

(362) Intel's arglllTIents to this effect are described in this section. Section a) 
addresses Intel's horizontal argument concerning the relevance of evidence preceding the 

57 E-mail from _ to 
others dated 28 December 2002 entitl,d 
Appendix 14. 

end 
Dec""!,,, 2005, 

58 HP internal presentation entitled 'lvfanaging Intel (UJd AAfD to maximize value to BPC', Final draft, slide 
6, HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 15, p. 6. It should be noted that although the exact date 
of this presentation is not certain, on the basis of its content - in particular that HP was considering its 
strategy for the second half of 2004 and beyond - it can be established that it was prepared sometime during 
the first half of 2004 and before the conclusion ofHPA2 in July 2004. 

59 E-mail of3 September 2004 from [_ to [_ entitled 'AMD', HP submission of 
23 December 2005, Appendix 19. 
60 E-mail of3 September 2004 from [_ to [_ entitled 'AMD', HP submission of 
23 December 2005, Appendix 19. 
61 E-mail of3 September 2004 from [_ to [_ entitled 'AMD', HP submission of 
23 December 2005, Appendix 19. 
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signature ofHPAl. Sections b) and c) address, respectively, the market share condition 
on AMD-based HP products (condition a) in recital (348» and the conditions restricting 
the sales and marketing conditions of AMD-based HP products (conditions b) and c) in 
recital (348)). 

(363) Intel also asserts that the Conunission alleged that the HPA agreement[ s] 
were conditional upon HP not selling AMD-based desktop PCs llllder the Evo brand. 62 

This characterisation of the Conunission's preliminary conclusions in the 26 July 2007 is 
incorrect. The Commission presented its preliminary conclusions on the conditionality of 
Intel's rebates to HP in paragraph 195 of the 26 July 2007 SO. These conclusions, and in 
any event the conclusions drawn in this Decision, do not refer to any condition regarding 
branding. 

(364) Before addressing Intel's arguments about the alleged absence of 
conditionality in the HPA agreements, it is noted that Intel did not provide any specific 
comment on or explanation ofHP's submission quoted in recital (348). In its Reply to 
the 26 July 2007 SO, Intel ignored the fact that HP had submitted clear statements on the 
conditionality of the HPA rebates. 

(365) Vv'hen the Conunission questioned Intel on this matter in the Oral Hearing, 
after HP had again confirmed the accuracy of all statements it had submitted to the 
Conunission, Intel stated that the discrepancy between its views and HP's statements was 
likely to be due to a lack of common llllderstanding of the actual conditions of the 
agreements. 

(366) This position is llllconvincing. Indeed, it is not plausible that large, 
multinational companies such as Intel and HP would enter into agreements worth at least 
USD [ ... ] per year without knowing exactly what the conditions associated with such 
agreements were. In this regard, HP's explanations of the llllwritten conditions are 
credible, not least because of the contemporaneous evidence adduced. Furthermore, 
Intel's interpretation is not consistent with HP's statement that Intel's highest executives 
had specified to HP in person that the llllwritten conditions formed part of the 
agreements. 63 

a) Intel's horizontal arglllTIent on the relevance of evidence preceding the 
signature of HPAI 

(367) In several instances, Intel has made the arglllTIent that evidence which 
predates the conclusion of HPA1, in particular evidence preceding 19 August 2002 is 
irrelevant for the assessment of the actual provisions ofHPA1. 64 Intel argues that HPAI 
was a different arrangement from the one in negotiation during the months of July
August 2002. This is because in August 2002, Intel rejected the arrangement which was 

62 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 331. 

63 See recital (349). 

64 See in particular Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraphs 319, 321, 332, 352-354. 
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then in negotiations. 65 

(368) This argument by Intel is contradicted by several pieces of evidence in the 
Conunission's file. It is noted that HP made it clear that the HPAI agreement was the 
natural successor of the rebate agreement which was in negotiations in July-August 2002 
(see recital (353». Moreover, it carried over all the relevant conditions thereof: "the 95% 
alignment requirement and the AA1D distribution model were to have been a requirement 
of a three block rebate deal between Intel and HP in the Summer of 
2002 

,"" .. e",e negotiations 
HPAI [HP Alliance agreement, containing the restrictions described above 
[restrictions that would have been part of the failed agreement negotiated over SlllTImer 
2002],,68 

(369) HP's depiction of the events is supported by several pieces of 
contemporaneous evidence, as illustrated in recitals (370) and (371). 

(370) In an e-mail dated 14 July 2002, _J, a senior HP executive, 
described the conditions of the summer 2002 agreement in detail. 69 The conditions 
concerning Intel's market share and the distribution model for AMD-based products were 
almost identical to the llllwritten condition of the HPA agreement as described by HP (see 
recital (348». As the two sets of conditions are essentially the same, they confirm that 
the negotiated SlllTImer 2002 agreement and the formally concluded HPAI agreement are 
the same in this respect. 

(371) A contemporaneous HP presentation of 17 October 2002 entitled 'intel 
update' is also relevant. That presentation explains the link between the negotiations 
over SlllTImer 2002 and autunm 2002 eventually ending with the conclusion of the HPAI 
agreement, and also demonstrates that they relate to the same agreement. Slide 10 of the 
presentation describes: 1. HP reached at the tenn-sheet level in mid 

negotiations until HP-AA1D launch; 3. Intel reacted very negatively to HP-AA1D launch 
and terminated negotiations. ,,70 'History' in this context refers back to the negotiations 
over SlllTImer 2002 and explains why those negotiations were terminated: because ofHP 
lallllching an AMD-based product. Slide 11 explains the status at the time of the 

65 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 319. 

66 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.7. 

67 It should be noted that the frrst HP-Intel commercial desktop alliance agreement was originally 
abbreviated to HPA and it was only subsequent to the conclusion of the second generation of these alliance 
agreements, HPA2, that HPA began to be referred to as HPAI. 

68 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.18. 

69 See recital (352). 

70 HP presentation of 17 October 2002 entitled 'intel update', slide 10. Exhibit 12 to 
Deposition, submitted with HP submission of23 December 2005. 
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" 

tensions may two companies an)Und 
imlnch - HP may have' 'pushed the envelope" with the lmmch, but at the same 

time Intel had stalled closing on an agreement when HP lmmched the product.,,71 This 
shows that a few months after the negotiations were stalled ('History'), HP and Intel 
reslllTIed the same negotiations from the point they were interrupted. In other words, the 
presentation bridges the two negotiations in time by demonstrating their identical content 
and why there was a break. 

(372) On the basis of the elements set forth in recitals (367) to (371), it is 
concluded that HP's submissions and contemporaneous doclllTIents demonstrate that 
HPAI was essentially the same block rebate agreement as the agreement negotiated 
during the SlllTIrner of 2002 between Intel and HP, but which was not formally agreed 
lllltil HPAI was signed at the end of 2002.72 In particular, it included the same conditions 
on the percentage and marketing conditions ofHP AMD-based corporate desktops as the 
ones that were already agreed in mid July 2002. 

b) Intel's arguments on the alleged absence of a 95% MSS condition 

(373) Intel claims that the HPA agreements contain no binding MSS [Market 
Segment Share] condition (of 95%).73 According to Intel, HP spontaneously offered to 
Intel that it would fulfil the MSS condition in order to extract higher rebates from Intel,74 
but Intel rejected such conditions from the outsees because of business and antitrust 
concems.76 

(374) The relevance from a legal point of view of whether HP or Intel first came 
up with the suggestion of the 95% MSS condition for the finding ofan abuse ofa 
dominant position according to EC law will be discussed in section VII.4.2.2.3.b) below. 
This section deals with the question of whether the HPA negotiation process, and in 
particular the discussions on MSS conditions between the parties, support Intel's factual 
argument that it rejected such conditions. 

(375) The case file, including the doclllTIents quoted by Intel, does not contain 
definitive evidence as to whether HP or Intel first came up with the suggestion of the 
95% MSS condition. Intel has not provided any evidence to support its argument apart 
from stating that HP "sent Intel a draft contract proposing a three-year HP Ai agreement 
under which Intel was to provide HP rebates totalling approximately [ ... ], and HP was to 

71 HP presentation of 17 October 2002 entitled 'intel update', slide 11. 
Exhibit 12, submitted with HP submission of23 December 2005. 

72 Intel submission of30June 2005, pp. 1-2. 

73 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 46. 

74 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 293. 

75 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 293. 

76 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 306. 
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commit to buy 95% of its microprocessors for its corporate desktops pes from Intel.,,77 
Intel did not provide the Commission with a copy of this draft contract, nor of any 
contemporaneous evidence which would support the notion that this draft contract was 
the first instance when the 95% MSS condition was introduced by the negotiating parties. 

(376) Even ifIntel's assertion that the 95% MSS condition appeared for the first 
time in this contract (that is to say that it was originally HP's idea) were correct, for the 
argument to have any merit, Intel would still have to demonstrate that it genuinely and 
effectively rejected this condition and that, as a consequence, the condition was 
eventually not implemented in any maIlller (written or llllwritten). Intel has failed to 
demonstrate this. In fact, none of the doclllTIents in the file, including those provided by 
Intel, support Intel's assertion that it rejected a 95% MSS condition, whichever party first 
introduced it in the HPA 1 negotiations. 

(377) The doclllTIents provided by Intel, as well as all other contemporaneous 
evidence, show that Intel's only concern about the arrangement was the extent (in terms 
of time and vollllTIe) of the rebates to be granted to HP in order to get the deal. As is 
described in an internal HP email dated 15 July 2002, that is to say (about 5 months 
before the final signature of the agreement), the only open question before the signature 
of the agreement was a : "We are closed with Intel on all but 

(378) The same email also makes clear that the Intel agreement, which was 
settled apart from the question of the specific pricing arrangement referred to in recital 
(377), included a 95% MSS condition for Intel: ''PLEASE DO NOT .. communicate to 
the regions, your team members or AA1D that we are constrained to 5% A1vfI) by 
pursuing the Intel agreement.,,79 

(379) The Conunission takes note of Intel 's arglllTIent that the message 
mentioned in recital (378) "could only reflect HP 's internal decision to holdAA1D to the 
5% level because ofHP 's preference tofocus its corporate desktop product line on Intel
based platforms so long as it could extract afavourable price from Intel. ,,80 However, 
this arglllTIent is llllconvi~ed, the language used in the message, in particular 
the words "constrained _ by pursuing the Intel agreement" make no sense if 
it concerned only an internal HP preference. It is also further noted that HP itself, which 
is the best placed to interpret language used in its own documents, presented this 

77 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 293. 

78 Email from _ to _ and others of 15 July 2002 entitled "Negotiations Update". 
HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 11. See also Armex 150 to Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 
SO. 
79 Idem. 

80 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 321. 
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doclllTIent as evidence of the existence of the 95% MSS condition.81 

(380) In support of the arglllTIent that it rejected an llllsolicited 95% MSS 
condition offer, Intel provided the Conunission with contemporaneous doclllTIents in 
which it allegedly expressed "antitrust concerns" over the agreement ''from the outset". 82 

Intel suggests that these "antitrust concerns" were the reason for Intel's rejection of the 
conditions offered by HP, which eventually led to the signature of a different agreement 
which contained no written or llllwritten 95% MSS condition. 83 

(381) However, the "antitrust concerns", as they appear from the doclllTIents in 
question, 84 do not relate to the potential unlawfulness of the conditionality of the rebates. 
Rather, they relate to Intel's alleged concern that its rebates may be construed as pricing 
below the offer of a competitor. 85 An e-mail dated 15 October 2002 from Intel's lawyers 
to HP's lawyers smrnnarises this very clearly: "it may be usefol to provide some 
explanation of the principal legal concerns, in order to enable HP to provide the 
additional information that may support the financial commitment that it is seeking. 
Becmtse HP has been unable to disclose the prices, products, and volumes thatAA1D has 
offered (even within ranges), Intel has had to extrapolate the potential magnitude of 
AA1D's offer, taking into account some reasonable estimate of the relevant processors, 
prices, and volumes. Based on reasonable estimates regarding the contestable volume of 
microprocessors over the relevant period and the known differences between Intel's and 
AA1D 's prices and processors, it appears that the financial support that HP is seeking 
from Intel would creates (sic - create) a substantial risk that Intel would beat AA1D 's 
offering rather than simply meeting it.,,86 

(382) It is further noted that Intel's assertion in paragraph 309 of the Reply to 
the 26 July 2007 SO that: "It is not seriously subject to dispute that Intel sought 
information from HP to ensure that Intel did not price below cost" is a misrepresentation 
of facts. The doclllTIents Intel provided only show that Intel was seeking information that 
would help it represent that it was not pricing below AMD's offer, that is, the competitive 
offer. This is different from not pricing below costs because AMD's price offer was 
zero, which is well below any cost benchmark. 

81 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2. 7.a and Appendix 11. 

82 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraphs 305 and 306. 

83 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraphs 306 and 319. 

84 The Commission notes that Intel redacted many of the documents in question (for instance armexes 138, 
139,140,143 and 146 of the Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO) and claimed Legal Professional Privilege over 
the redacted parts. It seems that at least part of the sections redacted would not be covered by the Legal 
Professional Privilege ooder Community Law, as they were written by in-house counsels or lawyers that 
are not admitted to practise in the ED. Intel did not provide any specific justifications for its claims. 
Because of the magnirude of the redacted sections, the Commission lacks important parts of the doclllllents 
in question, which are critical to understand their precise scope. 

85 In certain instances in the law of the United States of America, pricing below costs is possible for a 
company with market power, to the extent that the company's offer only matches the offer ofa competitor, 
but does not beat it. The Robinson Patman Act is an example of such a legal provision. 
86 Email from _ to of 
15 October 2002 entitled" "Meet 
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(383) Accordingly, Intel's "antitrust concerns over the deal", if they were 
genuine, had nothing to do with the conditionality of the rebates. For this reason, they 
are of no avail to the assertion that they led Intel to abandon suggested rebate conditions 
in the final version of the agreement. Intel's arglllTIent in this respect is further weakened 
by HP's submission that the conditions were carried over into the final version of the 
agreement. ffl 

(384) In fact, contemporaneous evidence shows that Intel was satisfied with the 
95% MSS condition and was even pushing for a 100% MSS condition, in exchange for 
granting HP even more rebates (see recital (386». 

(385) On 9 July 2002, an Intel executive smrnnarised the status of the 
negotiations of the agreement with HP, as well as Intel's preferred options for the future 
of the negotiations in view of an Intel-HP meeting scheduled for 11 July 2002. The 
doclllTIent first describes the status of the negotiations, which was based on a 95% MSS 
condition: ''Latest hp proposal giving Intel the opportunity to compete for 95% ofhp's 
total corporate desktop business (including smb + large biz). (..) Intel gets: 95% ofhp's 
commercial desktop business (smb + large biz)".88 It then goes on to review the three 
options that Intel was considering for the negotiation: 

(386) Option 1 was: ''Provide best offer (given hp agreement to maintain 
corporate dt. alignment)".89 In other words, this means that higher Intel rebates should 
be offered ifHP were to agree to stay 100% aligned with Intel in the corporate desktop 
PC segment, as it had always been historically at the time ofthe negotiation ofHPAI. 
This would equate to a 100% MSS condition in that segment. 

(387) Option 2 was: ''Provide some assistance (per hp's suggestion on 
maintaining 95% Intel alignment)".9o In other words, this means that Intel rebates would 
be offered ifHP were to agree to a 95% MSS condition (which was HP's position at that 
time of the negotiation), but at a lower level compared to the 100% MSS situation; 

(388) Option 3 was to not pursue the agreement. 

(389) The brief then recommends: "If we get [HP executive]/[HP executive] 
agreement that we have the opportunity to maintain alignment in smb & large biz, then 
offer Option #1. !fhp maintains current position, then offer Option #2".91 This shows 
that Intel was fully ready to enter into the agreement with the 95% MSS condition (option 
2), and was even offering an agreement with 100% MSS condition (option 1), in 
exchange for higher conditional rebates. 

87 See recital (353). 

88 Email from [Intel executive] to [Intel senior executive] and others of9 July 2002 entitled "[ .. J". Armex 
137 to Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO. 
89 Idem. 

90 Idem. 

91 Idem. 
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(390) In view of the above, it is concluded that Intel has not provided arguments 
that would disprove the existence of the 95% MSS condition. 

c) Intel's arguments on restrictions on the marketing and 
conunercialisation of HP's AMD-based desktops 

(a) Intel's arglllTIent that HP unilaterally self-imposed the channel 
restrictions 

(391) Intel claims that the channel limitations were self-imposed by HP and that 
the HPA agreements did not contain any llllwritten restrictions on the marketing and 
commercialisation of HP's AMD-based desktops.92 

(392) According to Intel, testified before the US FTC93 

that HP intended to commercialise . from the outset, including 
the D3l5 to the restrictions mentioned in recital (348).94 
For instance, described the restrictions accepted by HP as 
"basically part of our fondamental plan for the product to begin with" and "sleeves out 
of our [HP's] vest".95 Therefore, Intel argues that giving them up in the negotiations with 
Intel was no sacrifice to HP because HP would have chosen this course of action 
anyway.96 

(393) However, this passage from the testimony by IS 

contradicted by other passages from the same testimony. Inclee,d, aJlo~iler fragnlerlt of the 
testimony reads: "Q: Were these all restrictions [sic] [the restrictions mentioned in 
recital (348)] that Intel was insisting on in the negotiations or were these restrictions that 
HP affirmatively offered up? A: Well, we wouldn't have voluntarily done these unless it 
was part of a negotiation for where we would receive something else in return. Q: What 
was that that you were going to receive in return? A: We were h3~',!;. 
pricing and potentially ECAP fonds.,,71 These contradictions in 
testimony alter the probative value of "",ertiOT1S 
In view of this, the Commission to rely on HP's 
corporate statement to the Conunission, as well as the contemporaneous doclllTIents on 
the file, which all point to the fact that the restrictions in question were llllwritten 
conditions in the HPA agreements. 

(394) Intel further argues that in July 2002, four months before the conclusion of 
HPAl, HP had already conununicated to AMD that it would distribute the AMD products 
only in the direct channel. According to Intel, this would prove that HP would have 

92 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 348. 

93 HP submission of23 December 2005, 
testified that between spring 2002 to D",';;;:<bcr lUlW" ''"~ 
94 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraphs 334-335. 

95 HP submission of23 December 2005, 

96 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 335. 

deposition, pp. 108-109. 

97 HP submission of23 December 2005, [HP executive] deposition, p. 107. 
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decided unilaterally to limit the distribution of AMD-based systems, in advance of any 
agreement with Intel. 98 Intel alleges that, also in July 2002, AMD itselfllllderstood that 
HP had independently decided on these restrictions. 99 

(395) However, contemporaneous evidence on the file does not demonstrate that 
HP unilaterally decided to limit the distribution of AMD-based systems, but rather the 
opposite, that is to say that these were restrictions which were conditions agreed in 
exchange for the Intel rebates. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that the 15 July 
2002 e-mail, on which Intel relies, mentions that HP had nearly closed a deal with Intel 
("We are closed with Intel on all but one term"lOO), and makes explicit references to the 
fact that the Intel agreement already puts constraints on HP (''PLEASE DO NOT .. 
communicate to the regions, your team members or AA1D that we are constrained to 5% 
AA1D by pursuing the Intel agreement"lOl). As was described in section a), the agreement 
negotiated over smrnner 2002, already fixed the restrictive conditions llllder which HP 
would distribute its AMD-based corporate desktop PCs. HP itself stated that "Shortly 
after HP 's I9August 2002lmmch o/the AA1D-based D3I5, Intel ceased negotiations on 
a rebate deal/or HP BPC C .. ) Negotiations between HP and Intel/or a block rebate,/or 
HP BPC were subsequently resumed C .. ). These negotiations resulted in the HP Al 
agreement, containing the restrictions described above. ,,102 This indicates that even after 
the cessation of the negotiations with Intel, HP conducted its business with regard to 
AMD as if the agreement with Intel, including the restrictive conditions, had been 
formally agreed to. This was the way HP hoped to ensure that Intel would eventually 
reSlllTIe the negotiations and conclude the same agreement as that being finalised in 
smrnner 2002. 

(396) Contrary to its assertion, Intel did not present any convincing element 
which would prove that AMD llllderstood that the HP sales restrictions were decided 
unilaterally. The evidence put forward by Intel shows nothing more than the fact that 
AMD was aware, as of30 July 2002, of some of the restrictions which HP had agreed 
with Intel in mid July 2002 - presumably without knowing that these were conditions 
resulting from the IntellHP deal. 

(397) The notion that HP would have unilaterally decided to limit the 
distribution of the AMD-based systems, in advance of any agreement with Intel is further 
disproved by an e-mail from [HP executive] to [HP executive] dated 29 October 2002. 
This email presented the alternatives HP was considering with respect to its AMD-based 
commercial desktop. One of the alternatives says "offer to allow reseller inventory. C .. ) 

98 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 332. 

99 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 336. 

100 Email from _ to _ and others of 15 July 2002 entitled "Negotiations Update". 
HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 11. See also Armex 150 to Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 
SO. 

101 Email from _ to _ and others of15 July 2002 entitled "Negotiations Update". 
(Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, Armex 150). 

102 HP submission of23 December 2005, answers 2.15 and 2.18, p. 7. 
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only if no Intel deal. ,,103 With this e-mail, HP also submitted a one-page handwritten note 
written by [HP executive] concerning the AMD desktop alternatives described in that e
mail. The note mentions: "JfGTM [go-to-market] restrictions aren't going to be lifted, 
doesn't make good business sense to pursue at all. ,,104 This sentence is self-explanatory: 
[HP executive] considered that the imposition of chaIlllel restrictions on HP's AMD 
desktop would most likely result in low sales. 

(398) An internal HP presentation of 2004 also disproves Intel's contention. 
After the expiry of HPAI on 31 October 2003 and its continuation on a monthly basis 
lllltil May 2004 as described in section 2.4.3.1, HP was considering whether to extend the 
term of HPAI with Intel or break away from the HPA alliance. An HP presentation of 
2004 entitled 'Managing Intel andAA1D to maximize value to BPC [Business pC]lOS 
shows the pros and cons HP was evaluating before that decision. The presentation 
captures the scenarios in front of HP: "Today's decision: • Should we widen distribution 
for BPC [Business PC] AA1D? When?· Should we continue long-tenn agreements like 
HPA with Intel?,,106 It provides the following reconunendation: "[HP 

one of 
DfE,aKmg away Intel alliance would be that it could do away with the channel 
restrictions (direct only distribution) and widen the distribution of the AMD-based 
desktops to indirect distribution. HP considered a middle-way strategy: continuing the 
HPA agreement containing the HPA restrictions only for the [enterprise] segment and 
breaking away from the distribution restriction and going back to transactional relation in 
the [small and medium business] segment, with the possibility of selling the AMD
desktops via the traditional channels as well. 

~Conunenting on the exchange of emails between [_] and 
[_ mentioned in recitals (359) and (360), lntel again argnes that "the 
channel limitation had been self-imposed by HP", and that "a concern that Intel could 
tenninate the agreement gOingforward does not establish that the agreement included 
unwritten binding conditions. ,,108 

deposition, p. 116, submitted with HP submission of 23 December 2005. 

104 Handwritten notes by [HP executive] on the e-mail from executive] to [HP executive] of 29 
October 2002 entitled 'Hammer Product'. deposition, p. 117, submitted with HP 
submission of23 December 2005. is no name indicated on the 
handwritten notes. However, Mr [HP executive] Deposition before the FTC confirms that. . Your 
counsel has told us thai these - thai the handwritten notes (U"e from [_." 
deposition, p. 117. 

105 Internal HP presentation of 2004 entitled 'Managing Intel and ArvID to maximize value to BPC - Final 
draft'. HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 15. 

106 Idem, slide 3. 

107 Idem, slide 4. 

108 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 348. 
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(400) However, there is no doubt about the content of the e-mails. The wording 
used ("You can NOT", "if (..) we get caught,,)109 is wholly inconsistent with the notion 
of self-imposed limitations. Rather, it demonstrates that the agreement was conditional. 

(b) Intel's arglllTIent that there was insufficient demand for AMD
based pes 

(401) Intel further argues that the reason why HP did not sell AMD-based PCs 
to enterprise customers was because of "Insufficient market demana" and ''Roadmap 
complexity" as described in an HP internal presentation. 110 Those arguments call1lot be 
accepted for several reasons: 

(402) Firstly, Intel's interpretation of the HP doclllTIent mentioning the 
"Insufficient market demand' and ''Roadmap complexity" associated with the sale of the 
D315 to enterprise customers is incorrect. These HP considerations have to be 
considered in the context of the doclllTIent they are extracted from. In that document, 
drawn up during the negotiation of HPA2, HP was analysing whether HP had an interest 
in prolonging the HPA agreement with Intel, and keeping the associated rebates, or to 
break free of the HPA constraints, but lose the rebates. All HP assertions concerning the 
interest of pursuing the option of selling more AMD-based products have to be 
llllderstood in the context of a comparison with the option of staying with Intel and 
keeping the rebates. The HP doclllTIent therefore should not be llllderstood as meaning 
that there is an "Insufficient market demana" or a too big ''Roadmap complexity" for the 
D315 in the absolute, but rather than there is too little demand and too big roadrnap 
complexity to outweigh the loss ofIntel rebates. 

(403) Secondly, an internal HP presentation of Jlllle 2002, that is to say before 
HP agreed with Intel on any marketing restriction and shortly before the lallllch of the 
D315, referred to the model as "targeted at 5MB but suitable/or enterprise 
deployments".lll This shows that, absent the conditions in the Intel agreements, HP 
considered that the D315 model could meet the requirements of enterprise customers. 

(404) Thirdly, when claiming that HP did not sell the D31S to enterprise 
customers because of "Insufficient market demand' and ''Roadmap complexity" (see 
recital (401», Intel quotes from an HP presentation prepared in 2004, therefore well after 
the conclusion of the HPAI agreement. As explained in recital (398), at that time, HP 
was considering the business strategy to pursue after the expiry ofHPAI. The exact text 
on the same slide reads as follows: "Offer AA1D in enterprise "dc" [direct channel only] 

109 See recital (360). E-mail of3 September 2004 from [_ to [_ entitled 'AMD', 
HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 19. 

110 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 332, quoting from an HP presentation of 2004 entitled 
'Managing Intel and ArvID to maximize value to PBC', slide 5, Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, Armex 
8. See also HP submission of 23 December 2005, Appendix 15, p. 5. 

111 HP submission of23 December 2005, 
13 Jlllle 2002 entitled 'Commercial ArvID d,~I,top 

deposition, Exhibit 14, HP presentation of 
~,,",tegi, rationale'. 
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line? - No - Insufficient market demand. Roadmap complexity. ,,112 In other words, the 
question before HP was not whether to offer AMD-based desktops to enterprise 
customers as such, but about the best sales methods to reach that customer segment. 

(405) Finally, Intel's assertions on the alleged insufficient demand for HP 
AMD-based computers in the enterprise subsegrnent are contradicted by Intel itself. 
Indeed, in the part of its Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO concerning the contestable share of 
HP's supply needs, in the context of [ ... ], Intel has provided documents in which it 
allegedly estimated that during HPAI, [ ... ] units per year could be switched by HP to 
AMD in the enterprise subsegment,l13 and up to [ ... ] per year during HPA2. 114 Without 
prejudice to the exact correctness of these figures, it demonstrates at a general level that 
Intel believed that AMD - HP cooperation would have been a credible threat to Intel. 

(c) Intel's argument that the EMEA region was not ready for the 
lmmch 

(406) Intel further argnes that the delay in the launch of the D3IS in EMEA was 
not due to conditions from Intel to that effect, but to HP's internal decisions for its own 
business reasons. According to Intel, HP's go-to-market strategy for the EMEA was not 
finalised in time. 115 Intel also argues that the delay was a consequence of the limited 
volumes HP was ready to sell via its go-to-market strategy and lack of customer interest 
for AMD-based desktops.116 

(407) These Intel arguments are not meritorious. Intel wishes to create the 
impression that HP decided to delay the lmllch of the D315 in Europe because of its 
unpreparedness, for reasons not linked to Intel's restrictive conditions. However, the 
precise analysis of the documents quoted by Intel in support of its claim, as well as their 
time context disprove Intel's assertion. 

(408) The HP documents quoted by Intel l17 date from after HP reached an 
agreement with Intel on the limits to be put to the sale ofHP AMD-based business 
desktops, and the agreement was ready to be signed. The HP decisions described in those 
documents do not therefore represent the decisions which HP would have taken of its 
own will absent any constraints resulting from the agreements with Intel. 

(409) The documents indeed outline that the EMEA branch of HP had 
difficulties to in launching the D315 product because of HP's "go-to-market strategy" 

112 HP presentation of 2004 entitled 'Managing Intel and AMD to maximize value to PBC', slide 5, Intel 
Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, Annex 8. See also HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 15, p. 5. 
113 [ .. .]. 

114 [ .. .]. 

115 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, paragraph 333. 

116 Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, footnote 609. 

117 Intel refers to the HP presentation entitled "ElvlEA Q4jocus" of August 2002, p. 7 (Intel Reply to the 26 
July 2007 SO, Armex 153) and an email from [HP executive] to [HP executive] and others of28 December 
2002, entitled "D315 launch in EMEA." (Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, Armex 155). 
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(that is, the strategy adopted to distribute the product). wrote in an email 
of28 December 2002: "ElvfEA launch ofD315 - open questions are: 1) When will 
EMEA be ready to launch consistent with the go-to-market direction that has been set 
within PSG [Product Systems Groupl18] (directfolfillment only for 8MB customers)".119 
However, this was precisely the consequence of the conditions on 
HP's with Intel, that is, a "directfolfilment only for 5MB 
customer". As explained, HP EMEA is ''focused on Major Account 
[major accollllts means the largest HP customers] Direct as it's top priorily.,,120 This is 
also confIrmed by the HP EMEA presentation which outlines the same go to market 
restrictions as an issue: "EMEA not ready for D315ISlvfBIDirect".121 Another HP 
presentation from the first half lmmch despite 
being [an important AMD The delays 
faced by the EMEA division of HP were therefore a direct consequence ofIntel's 
restrictive conditions, which were in conflict with the distribution model it would have 
normally adopted. 

(410) HP submissions confirm this analysis by the Commission on restrictions 
D315 in EMEA: "HP confirms that [_, in charge ofHP 

may, absent the direct-only distribution model, have distributed the D315 
channel partners, at least in some countries in the EMEA and to some 

customer segments. The decision to accept the written and unwritten conditions in the 
HPA1 agreement and therefore not to distribute the D315 throughHP 's channel partners 
anywhere in the EMEA) was taken by HP 's management in the US, 
in particular Once that decision was taken, HP EMEA PSG 

(411) Finally, Intel's arguments on the reasons for the delay in lallllching the 
D315 in EMEA do not explain the reason why the successor product to the D315, the 
D325, was not lallllched in EMEA either. 

Cd) Conclusion 

(412) In view of the above, it is concluded that Intel did not provide arguments 
that would disprove the existence of restrictions on the marketing and commercialisation 
ofHP's AMD-based desktops. 

118 HP submission of 6 August 2004, p. 4. HP describes thatHP's Personal System Group (pSG) contains 
the following business units: conSlllller PCs (cPC), business PCs (bPC), notebooks and workstations. 
119 Email from _ to and others of28 December 2002, entitled 
"D315 launch in EMEA.". Intel 155. 
120 Idem. 

121 Presentation entitled "ElvlEA Q4jbcus", from August 2002, p. 7. Intel Reply to the 26 July 2007 SO, 
Armex 153. 

122 Internal HP presentation of the first half of 2004 entitled 'Managing Intel and ArvID to maximize value 
to BPC -Final draft'. HP submission of23 December 2005, Appendix 15, p. 6. 

123 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.24. 
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2.4.5. Conclusion on facts 

(413) On the basis of contemporaneous evidence and of the HP submissions, it 
is concluded that the rebates provided for llllder the HPAI and HPA2 agreements, in the 
period between November 2002 and May 2005, were subject to the following llllwritten 
conditions: 

(1) HP had to source at least 95% of its corporate desktop x86 CPUs from 
Intel; 

(2) HP's AMD-based business desktops could only be sold to 5MB and GEM 
customers and not to mainstream business customers; 

(3) HP's channel partners could not sell AMD-based business desktops, so 
that these could only be obtained direct from HP; and 

(4) HP would delay the launch of its AMD-based business desktop (D3IS) in 
the EMEA region by six months. 
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Redacted as Published 
In HP states 

folloWIng the launch of the 0315, "Intel 
made a request of a senior HP 
executive to have [ ... ],,124 HP goes on 
to state that it "believes that this request 
was made in the days immediately 

1f<,ll(JWinI!,19 August 2002 - the date on 
whichHP launched its D315 business 
desktop product c. .. ) To the best of 
HP 's knowledge and belief, this request 
was made by [senior executive ]of Intel; 
it is possible that [Intel senior 
executive ]was also on the call when 
this request was made. Again to the 
best of its knowledge, it believes that 
the request was made of[HP 
executive] .,,125 As regards the reasons 
for the request, HP states that it 
,,[ .. .]"126 (see recital [ ... ] above). 

Unredacted 
In HP states 

launch of the 0315, "Intel 

goes on to state that it 
this request was made in the 

days immediately following 19August 2002-
the date on which HP D 315 

124 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.16. 

125 HP submission of 24 April 2006, pp. 1-2. 

126 HP submission of 24 April 2006, p. 2. 

127 HP submission of23 December 2005, answer 2.16. 

128 HP submission of 24 April 2006, pp. 1-2. 

129 HP submission of 24 April 2006, p. 2. 
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